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INTRODUCTION: This unit was designed for a Spanish I class at the high school level. This
class is a block class that meets for 94 minutes every day all year long. At
semester, the Spanish I is completed and Spanish II begins. The class is
made up entirely of Freshmen. The class has a range of abilities from
beginner (no previous second language learning) to advanced Spanish I (a
student who has had previous second language learning in this level). The
class moves quickly and is driven by the students and teacher alike.

OBJECTIVES:

STRATEGIES:

NOTES:

Explore an ancient culture.
Develop an appreciation for early civilization and their importance

to the present day.
Utilize high level thinking skills.
Implement the use of technology to access information.
Organize learned information in a personally
Use prior knowledge regarding the geographical settlement of a

civilization to predict the best area for success.
Teach peers about the Olmecs.

Recall of prior knowledge.

Search and share information between students and teacher.
Word web organizing information from Internet and other sources.
Lecture
Use of a HOTLIST to aid the filtering of information from the

Internet.
(http://www.kn.pacbell.com/wired/fil/pages/listloslomepa.html)

Lecture
Facilitating discussions, question-answer sessions, bulletin board

creation, and the word we creation.
Skimming printed material for main ideas.

The students enjoyed most the creation of the bulletin board. I have made changes to the
unit from it's original conception. I find that this is a good place to begin talking about Mexico.
The exam will go through more changes. The bibliography will continue to grow and I will continue to
add to the hotlist. The original worksheet was too long and has been shortened. I found it better
to not place the questions in categories, but rather allow the students to work on their higher level
thinking skills and apply new knowledge in many ways. I highly recommend the use of a hotlist when
assigning students to research using the Internet. They are easy to create and the students
save valuable time. During this unit I used my personal photographs and books on the Olmec. The
books listed in the bibliography have wonderful pictures.
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DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

Lesson Mans: Los Olmecas
Assess prior knowledge regarding Mexico (in general) and the

civilizations of Mexico.
Use brainstorming list.

Watch the video of the Mexico 100 Facts about Mexico or Mexico's
Museum of Anthropology or other video from school's library.
. Use worksheet included online from publisher.

Discuss video to check for understanding and to spark discussion.
Steer discussion towards the Olmecs.

ASSIGNMENT: Find information regarding Mexico that has been
published, read it, and share the information with the class.

Share information found for homework from yesterday.
Internet Searching

Search the Internet for the answers to the questions on the
worksheet (Los Olmecas: The Rubber F'eople).

Use search engines for the first twenty minutes and then use
the "hotlist". The address is provided to the students by
the teacher.

Search of the Internet sources and completion of the worksheet
continues.

Worksheet is due for tomorrow.

DAY 4 Discuss the information and knowledge gained from the Internet
activity.

Categorize the information.
Demonstrate the word web by using the teacher as the subject.
Using the word web about the teacher as a model, select

categories of information about the Olmecs and begin a
word web. (This will be added to as the unit progresses.)

View maps of Mexico (Gulf Coast area) that specify the climate,
geographical features, and vegetation.

Select in groups the best location for a capital or major city
center.

Discuss reasons for this location.
Assignment: Create three trivia questions in each of the chosen

categories from the word web to be used in the class game of
Jeopardy.
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DAY 5 Discuss photographs or pictures from books on the Olmecs.
Recall information from the Internet activity.
Expand this pool of knowledge.

Compile a list of the questions.
Students receive one participation point for every question that

is not repeated by another member of the class.
Teacher will rank the question of each category in order of

difficulty and type for the following review day.
Bulletin Board

Objective is to teach peers about the Olmecs through the use
of a 5' X 12' bulletin board.

Brainstorm how to achieve this objective.
Once the brainstorming session slows down or stalls, hand out

the guideline sheet.
Mutually agree to individual responsibilities, information to be

presented, and the process.
Complete responsibilities for the following day.

DAY 6 Create the bulletin board.
Bring ready materials and other finishing materials.
A second day may be required for some classes.

Explain the layout of the exam tomorrow.
Play Jeopardy with the questions created by the students (the teacher

should add her/his own questions to the student's questions.

DAY 7 Quick final review to refresh knowledge of the Olmecs
EXAM

Place finishing touches on the bulletin board.
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Los olinntecats
The following questions need to be answered through the use of Internet sources or
through information that you have gain through this unit. Some questions may not
require a source in order to answer it completely. In other words, think through what
you have learned and form an answer. If you have any questions, ask your teacher for
clarification.

1. Define the following terms:

A. civilization

B. mesoamerica

C. pre-Columbian

D. basalt

E. were-jaguar

F. Olmec

G. Megalithic



2. What was (were) the capital(s) of the Olmec civilization?

http://

3. What are the different names given for the Olmec?

http://

4. What is the geographical location of the Olmec civilization?

http://

5. What type of Olmec artifact was found in 1862? How was it discovered?

http://

6. Although many consider the term "mother culture" to be a misleading term,

why is it used to describe the Olmec culture?

http://
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7. The Olmec civilization arose sometime between 1200-1000 BC. What was

happening in other parts of the world during this same time period?

http://

8. Who might the colossal heads (cabezas colosales) depict?

http://

9. When did the Olmec civilization disappear?

http://

10. What natural resources did the Olmecs use?

http://



11. How did the Olmecs feed themselves?

http://

12. Draw an example of what a mound cluster might have looked like.

http://

13. What are some of the gods or animals associated with the gods according to

the Olmec beliefs?

http://
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14. How have modern people learned about the existence and the lives of the

Olmec people?

http://

15. Describe what the megalithic (colossal) heads (cabezas colosales). Include

the material used, where the material was located, and how much they

weighed.

http://

16. What are the different theories on the origin of the Olmec civilization? In

other words, where did the people originate?

http://

18. V o F The Formative Period or Pre-Classic Period begins with the first

appearance of pottery and ends with the rise of Teotihuacan.

http://
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19. What was the most important center or city for the Olmec civilization?

http://

20.Give an example of the hieroglyphic writing system described by C. A.

Winters.

http://

21. Why was La Venta an excellent choice for a capital city?

http://

22. How do we know that animals were important to the Olmecs?

http://
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23. V o F Basalt is found within the geographic region of the Olmec

civilization.

http://

24. What did the Olmecs build? Include items they may have built.

http://

25. What is the oldest known monument or artifact of Pre-Hispanic Mexico?

http://

26.What do the helmets and their inscriptions on the megalithic heads (cabezas

colosales) appear to be?

http://

27. After visiting the National Geographic web site, state how the Olmecs may

have transported the basalt figures to their cities.

http://

28. Who is believed to have damaged or destroyed Olmec artifacts?

http://
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13V1.1.ET1N BOARD GV1DEL1isl'ES
bave the stu5ents think about what the bulletin boar5 shout5 5o.
the stu5ents shout 5eci5e what they want to share with the other classes.
§tu5ents select how the bulletin boar5 shoul5 be 5esigne5, what the rote of

each member of the group shouts be.
the stu5ents love being in charge. they will beci5e what materials they

neeS, how they will obtain the materials, etc.
the teacher fea5s the 5iscussion, but the stu5ents 5rive the 5ecisions.
the teacher wiflprovi5e the materials that they stu5ents ask for in a5vance.

7t6e bulletin boars 56otO:
Draw the attention of the viewer to the information by using interesting an5

eye catching visuals.
A55ress the most important an5 interesting aspects of the topic.
iitili3e the talents of dial the stu5ents.
Zua off of the wor5 web.
Be evalucrte5 by the teacher an5 possibly other classes.
Ze compfete5 before the ens of the unit.

BULLETIN BOARD EVALUATION:

Pcleticipatioil

Materials

OtActiity

Ceeativity

TOTAL A B CD F

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

/40
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Examv Las/ 0 lAineca/k
I. Defi/rt& th& folio-wiAlci-term4- 1.n. convict& s&rtte/vtc&k."

(3 poiway each)

A. bail It:

a. wor&-jaguar

C. OLvnec/

D. amlifiatuyiv

E. vvt&soa4ncriza.

II. Matciti.ng-: Matclv the term* °iv the/ left- with/ the/ mo-st-
appropr6ate/ teirrn/ or phea4e/ On/ the rCgh.t. There/ may
be/ a4,1/ a4/1.44.ver that i/s, vtot u/sezi. and, /ar u4eci/twice. (1
poiAt each)

1. cab-er .at. colosca. a/. prior to- awl's% arriNa2/
2. rab-bcr people b-. megalithix/hea4
3. prei-Colikinbicm. c mune/ for the Ottne&
4. La/ Vmta/ cl.. Olivnec/ capital/
5. San. Laremiso- e< Me4e.i,cavi. state'
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III. A levs,vver the. follo-m-/rtg, que/stto-n4/ coinple,tely. Suppo-rt
yo-ur ot444,w ex. (5 poimtk each.)

1. Why are the 01,rnec/ co-witdered. to- have beeAgithe. "vnathex
culture ?

2. App ram-Ai/lately whew dA,d/ the. 01.m.ec/ airbatto-n. cease- to-
eix.i/stk? Why?

3. What were the. ",a tom.. re4ource/s, cif the. 01414.ea How
GU& they &cis& thenyv?

4. What Iva's, u4/Lcovered. IAA/ 186 2? ft4rm wail( fo-u414/?

5. Haw ma's/1y Otrytec/ capitals, were there.? What are theicr-
narn.e.k? In/ what pre/se/1qt day state/ w a/s, the Otvne&'
&MIAbat-urn/ located'?
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IV. Emay: A nlewor twa- of the' fi.v& eis,says below. Makesure/
that yaw ounisiver 144/ the' form/ of a/ paragraph cund/ that
you/ u/se cm/ i/ntroductory seinteince myul., a/ concludiing/
sente.nce.. (10 poi/ntk each

1. De.scrthe. the. "cabeneja4, caiasate*". Who- do-they repreismt?
What are/the.), made. af? tow wa.k the' materi,a2/ that
the.), are' ynad& of brought to- their current lo-w.
use detai24

2. What wa.k the' pc-gra-phi.° to ca of the. Otmec.
c/i/vaiilarLon.? Why did. they choose/ this' iacatCan.? (qOve,
the pasit'vve, mrui. negatiNe. aspect' of the' locattom

3. Dram ctin/ eixa/mple. of a/ mown& cikoter aind/ c ccavnefa/

4. How ha/ve. modern/people/learned/ of the' of the'
01/rnec. avairs.atto-nil (INTERNET IS NOT THE
APPROPRIATE ANSWER: Con4ider our clawaoln.
di.scu/Won/s4) Why £ it 1/ntpo-rta4,tt to- study it?

5. rheAre, are. cLiffereint theari,e4/ as, to-how the. 0141,tecis, came
to- be i/n Mexico: Which, do- you/ beiLeive. to- be the' most
to 04.cca.R Support' your a /n/s,wer.
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Itp://www.kn.pacbell.com/wired/filipages/
rtlosolmepa.html

Los Olmecas: Rubber Peopie Tuesday, October 12. )99E,

Los Olmecas: Rubber People
An Internet Hot list on Los olmecas

created by Pamela Larson
Eau Claire North High School

Introduction I Photographs I Culture & Art I Language I Civilization I Rituals

Introduction

Spanish students you will be using the following sites to begin your discovery of the Olmec civilization.

The Internet Resources

Photographs

Brown Pride Online: Olmecs: Mexico's Mother Culture - The Olmecs, their name comes from the Indian
word ulli, or rubber, ands means 'inhabitants of the country of rubber.'

The Olmec by David C. Grove - The magnificent colossal stone heads, massive altars, and sophisticated
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic statues found at Olmec sites in southern Veracruz and Tabasco, are
the oldest known monuments in Prehispanic Mexico.

:ulture & Art

The Olmecs: Pictures. Descriptions. and Culture - Four different sites that will help with the understanding
of the Olmecs of Mexico.

The Rubber People - The Olmecs are considered by many to be the forerunners of all the ancient
mesoamerican cultures. They were known as the rubber people. They are best known for their sculptures
of huge heads. Because these massive heads have asian looking features, the Chinese claim that
Chinese sailors must have come to the new world two millennia ago.

.anguage

The Decipherment of the Olmec Writing System - We summarize the decipherment of the Olmec writing. It
explains that Olmec is a syllabic writing system used in the Olmec heartland from 900 BC- AD 450. The
decipherment of the Olmec writing of ancient Mexico provides us with keen insight into the world of the
Olmec. These earliest text written in America, helps us to understand the culture religion and politics of the
Olmec.

,ivilization

The Olmecs of Tabasco and Veracruz - This culture florishes between the year 1200 B.C. and 600 A.D. in
Page: 1
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